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Lock down is not the ultimate solution! 

Rumors of reinforcing complete lock down is in the air. Though it is made clear from the part 

of the administration that no such policy  is there at present. Actually the pace of community 

spreading is the main cause of such thought. A section of people’s behavior not to abide by 

the rules only add reasons to that. Considering the socio-economic effects, it seems that lock 

down cannot be the ultimate solution. On the contrary, strict implementation of the existing 

rules would be more beneficial to fight the pandemic. It will also help to reduce the pressure 

on the economy of the country.  

We live in a society where our family bonding is much more strong as compared to western 

nations. In contrast, they are much aware of their mental health and have sound infrastructure 

to maintain their mental wellbeing. Present socio-economic conditions of our country is 

exerting pressure upon the mental health of our people. Particularly, the economically weaker 

section are more vulnerable to the illness like depression, frustration etc. Bad news of 

committing suicide is now often. In this critical situation Ishan Kotha tried to have an expert 

opinion. Dr.Himabrata Das enlightens us on the issue. 

With the advent of the monsoon season, flood is started affecting the people. Barak valley is 

not much affected till now, but condition of Brahmaputra valley is not good. Kaziranga 

National Park is also affected. Mainly the Economically weaker section is always the victim 

of natural calamities like floods. In this unprecedented situation, when common people has to 

fight in dual front for survival --- all the political leaders should strive to maintain social 

harmony and should restrict themselves from making loose comments. Recent comment of 

Bhabesh Kalita, a minister of Assam Govt. hurts the Bengalees once more. While the 

Bengalees of the valley are commemorating the martyrs of 21st July, 1986, his comment hits 

the Bengali sentiment. Bengalees are always remained a soft target for the communual forces. 

At times, it appears that the rich culture, tradition, intellect of the race … their pride, is 

other’s envy. We do condemn such communal comments. We also convey our respect to the 

martyrs of 21st July. Dilip Kanti Laskar commemorates their sacrifice through his article 

while retired Principal Dilip Kumar Dey raises his voice against Bhabesh Kalita’s comment.  

In this edition of Ishan Kotha, we have introduced a new audio-visual series of story telling. 

Our guest of this issue is young writer Meghdoot Sen. We expect your views regarding the 

experience. Little Anamika Paul is back with her recipe. This time she makes yummy yummy 

choco balls for all ... no age bar, as usual. 

We are grateful to every columnist, writer, performers who have contributed to the issue. 

Thank you all. 

 

Stay safe,stay healthy. 

 


